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Korean Wh-Island Sentences: Individual Differences in 
Acceptability Judgments and Working Memory
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ABSTRACT
While it has been claimed that scrambling in East Asian languages is not subject 
to wh-island effects, studies into theoretical and experimental syntax have suggested 
that native Korean speakers vary in their acceptance of island constructions. This 
study addresses the individual differences in the acceptability judgments of Korean 
wh-island sentences in terms of working memory. In order to determine if the varied 
judgments of acceptability are attributable to differences in individuals’ working 
memory, an acceptability judgment test on various Korean wh-island constructions, 
and two memory span tests—a reading span test and a digit span test—were 
administered to 66 adult Korean native speakers. Pearson correlation analysis and 
a factor analysis were then performed on the participants’ acceptability judgment 
ratings and memory spans. The results revealed that the individuals’ acceptability 
judgments for wh-island sentences were not correlated with their reading span or 
digit span, although the group’s mean acceptability of the constructions gradually 
decreased as their expected processing complexity increased. These findings indicate 
that differences in individuals’ working memory are not the source of the observed 
acceptability variation. 

Keywords: wh-island, Korean, acceptability judgment, individual differences, working 
memory

1. Introduction 

One of the long-held assumptions about native speakers’ knowledge of language—
or grammar—has been that it is rule-based: a sentence is either well-formed or 

ill-formed depending on whether or not it is constrained by the rules of grammar. 

Another assumption about native speakers’ language competence has been that the 

rules of grammar in a language are shared by its native speakers (Chomsky 1965). 

However, there are cases where acceptability judgments diverge among native 

speakers. A typical case concerns judgments of sentences involving long-distance 
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scrambling by native speakers of East Asian languages such as Korean and Japanese. 

For some speakers of these languages, island constructions containing an element 

extracted out of a wh-clause such as the Japanese sentence in (1) are quite acceptable, 

whereas for others, they are completely unacceptable (DH Chung 2005; J-I Han 

1992; S-H Hong 2004; Y-S Kang 1986; R-H-Y Kim 2003; H-S Lee 1982; H-M Sohn 

1980; C Suh 1987).    

(1) Nani-oi John-ga [WH-ISD Taroo-ga ti katta-ka] siritagatteiru. (Saito 1989)

what-ACC John-NOM Taro-NOM _ bought-Q want-to-know

‘John wants to know what Taro bought.’ 

Many syntacticians and psycholinguists who have argued that scrambling in 

Korean or Japanese is not subject to wh-island effects have delved into the properties 

of this long-distance movement as a key to the syntactic nature of these languages 

(DH Chung 1996; Y-S Lee 1993; Miyagawa 2005; H-K Park 2010; Saito 1989; 

Ueyama 2008; Yoshimura 1992). Meanwhile, experimental studies based on 

acceptability judgments generally indicate that native speakers tend to show varying 

degrees of rejection to sentences with such long-distance scrambling (H-r Hahn 

2015a, 2015b; B Kim and Goodall 2014; J-M Yoon 2013). B Kim and Goodall 

(2014), for example, found that scrambling out of the embedded wh-clause resulted 

in negative acceptability ratings around -0.4 on a scale from -1 to 1. J-M Yoon (2013) 

reported that native speakers' ratings for wh-island sentences in reading and listening 

contexts ranged from 0.33 to 0.6 out of 1. In Hahn (2015b), native speakers' ratings 

for various wh-island constructions ranged from 2.0 to 2.46 on a 6-point Likert scale 

(where 1 was 'very bad' and 6 was 'very good'). This being the case, we have reason 

to ask why these sentences are acceptable to only a subset of native speakers, and 

further, whether the disagreement regarding acceptability is due to individuals’ 

different grammars or to some other cognitive factors such as their variable working 

memory (WM) resources (Belletti and Rizzi 2013; Hofmeister and Sag 2010; 

Hofmeister et al. 2013; O’Grady 2010; Sprouse, Wagers and Phillips 2012a, 2012b).

The numerous acceptability judgment studies that have involved native speakers 

have mostly focused on their overall judgment patterns. The role of native speakers 

in these studies has been by and large restricted to that of the norm group. More 

recently, however, individual variation in acceptability and factors underlying the 

variation are increasingly gaining attention in the field of experimental syntax and 

psycholinguistics (Hofmeister and Sag 2010; Hofmeister et al. 2012a, 2012b, 2013; 
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Sprouse et al. 2012a, 2012b; Staum Casasanto et al., 2010). Hofmeister and 

colleagues, among others, attempted to account for the disagreement in sentence 

acceptability among native speakers in terms of their varying memory spans 

(Hofmeister, Staum Cassasanto and Sag, 2013; Staum Casasanto, Hofmeister and 

Sag, 2010). Their special focus was on individuals’ judgments for complex and 

hard-to-process sentences, which are expected to tax high processing costs. Hofmeister 

et al. (2013) found that complex but grammatical sentences tended receive lower 

ratings from English native speakers with low memory span than from those with 

high memory span. In Staum Casasanto et al. (2010), low-span comprehenders were 

found to judge ungrammatical sentences as more acceptable than high-span 

comprehenders did. 

Given that island sentences with a long-distance scrambling are complex to 

process, it is quite presumable that individuals' perceived acceptability of Korean 

wh-island constructions is affected by their WM capacity. However, variation across 

individuals, especially in relation to their WM, has not yet been the subject of 

systematic investigation in the Korean language context. While there exist some 

studies on the relationship between L2 learners’ acceptability judgments and their 

WM (for example, E Kim and M-K Park’s (2016) study on Korean learners of 

English), studies that address individual variation among “Koreans as native speakers” 

are had to find. The current paper explores native speaker variation in acceptability 

judgments, with a special focus on wh-island constructions in Korean, whose 

acceptability is highly controversial among its native speakers. To be specific, it 

addresses the variations in Korean native speakers’ acceptability judgments for 

various wh-island constructions from the perspective of individual WM differences. 

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Working memory, sentence processing, and acceptability

WM consists of the attentional resources used for storing and manipulating 

information, and so is a workspace that temporarily holds incoming data and 

performs computational operations while the data are available (Baddeley 2003; 

Cowan 2010; Daneman and Carpenter 1980; King and Just 1991). As WM is limited 

in its capacity, a heavy task requirement beyond an individual’s WM capacity has 

to lead to the deterioration of performance quality. In terms of sentence processing, 
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long and/or syntactically complex sentences require excessive memory resources, 

causing poorer performance such as lowered accuracy in comprehension and slower 

processing time (Grodner and Gibson 2005; King and Just 1991; B-t Lee, K-J Kim 

and M-h Zoh 1996). This limited nature of WM thus forces the parser to seek 

resource-saving processing options among multiple alternatives and to avoid complex, 

resource-consuming options (Aoshima, Philips and Weinberg 2004; Gibson 1990; 

H-r Hahn 2015c; Kimball 1973; King and Just 1991; Miyamoto and Takahashi 

2003). 

Given that our WM limitations constrain our language processing, it is likely that 

processing limitations in turn constrain how complex a sentence can be, or more 

specifically, how far an element can be displaced from its argument position, and 

still be communicated and thus accepted as part of human grammar. If a deeply 

embedded phrase is moved too far from its original position, the displaced phrase 

(i.e., the filler) will decay before the parser reaches the gap site, as memory resources 

will run out while processing the intervening materials (Grodner and Gibson 2005; 

O’Grady 2008; Roberts and Gibson 2002). In other words, human grammar will 

generally resist structures that charge a processing cost above some threshold 

(Hofmeister and Sag 2010; Hofmeister et al. 2013; O’Grady 2008).

Hofmeister and Sag (2010) investigated whether such limitations in cognitive 

resources can account for the wh-island effects in English. As noted by Hofmeister 

and Sag, processing wh-island sentences requires not only holding the filler in mind 

while parsing intervening discourse referents between the filler and its gap, but also 

crossing a clausal boundary and computing interrogative clauses, which are all costly 

(Frazier and Clifton 1989; Ginzburg and Sag 2000; Hofmeister and Sag 2010; 

Kluender 1998). Processing complexity might thus provide a partial explanation for 

why English grammar rules out wh-island constructions.

Importantly, Hofmeister and Sag (2010) noted that the island effects are not 

equally strong across all wh-island constructions. According to studies in theoretical 

and experimental linguistics, some sentences with an island violation are better 

accepted than others by English native speakers (Belletti and Rizzi 2013; Chomsky 

1962; Kluender 1991, 1992, 1998; O’Grady 2010; Pesetsky 1987, 2000). The 

acceptability contrast shown in (2a–b), is a good example.

(2) a. * What do you wonder who would write? 

b. ?? Which book do you wonder who would write? 
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Following Pesetsky (1987), the which-N sequence like which book is D(iscourse)-

linked and is perceived as more natural than a bare wh-pronoun. One of the syntactic 

accounts for the observed acceptability contrast centers on the intervention effects 

(Belletti and Rizzi, 2013; Rizzi, 2001). Belletti and Rizzi (2013) employed the notion 

of Relativized Minimality, which states, informally, that in A' dependency, a filler 

cannot be associated with its gap when there intervenes an element that “fully 

matches the relevant feature specification” of the filler (p. 296). In (2a), the filler 

what and the intervener who have the identical feature specification [+Q], and thus 

the sentence violates Relativized Minimality. By contrast, (2b) does not as severely 

violate the Relativized Minimality, because the filler which book has the feature 

specification [+Q, +NP] while the intervener who is only specified by [+Q]: the 

match is incomplete.

From a WM point of view, these intervention effects can be easily translated into 

processing difficulty. Gordon, Hendrick and Johnson (2001, 2004) proposed that “a 

dependency is hard to compute when an element intervenes which is similar to the 

target of the dependency” (cited in Belletti and Rizzi 2013, p. 299). As both 

wh-phrases in (2a) are bare wh-pronouns whereas the filler wh-phrase in (2b) contains 

additional lexical material other than the wh-word itself, the effect of the intervener 

who is expected to be stronger in (2a) than in (2b). Besides, the more semantically-

rich which-N is likely to better resist decay due to the initial deeper processing, and 

therefore, to be better retrieved later at the gap site than the bare wh-pronoun 

(Diaconescu and Goodluck 2004; Hofmeister and Sag 2010; Hofmeister et al. 2013; 

Kluender 1998). 

In order to verify whether the graded acceptability of island sentences is indeed 

related to their graded processibility, Hofmeister and Sag (2010) constructed two 

types of wh-island items that varied in terms of the complexity of the filler phrase 

(bare wh-pronoun vs. which-N) as exemplified in (3a) and (3b) (p. 394).

(3) a. Who did Albert learn whether they dismissed after the annual performance 

review? (who/whether)

b. Which employee did Albert learn whether they dismissed after the annual 

performance review? (which-N/whether)

The researchers then measured native English speakers’ reading times at different 

regions of the sentences as well as their acceptability ratings. The reading time 

analysis showed a significant difference in reading times at the critical region (i.e., 
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the embedded verb dismissed) between these conditions, with shorter reading time 

in the which-N/whether condition. In their acceptability judgment test as well, the 

which-N constructions received a higher rating than the who construction. The 

authors took the parallel between processing times and acceptability judgments as 

evidence that acceptability decreases with the increase of processing burden. Given 

that processing difficulty comes from limited memory resources, the above study 

essentially suggests that the unacceptability of some complex sentences is in fact a 

WM effect.

2.2. Individual WM and acceptability judgment

Importantly, individuals have different WM capacity. Therefore, their differences 

in WM are likely to affect various aspects of linguistic performance (Daneman and 

Carpenter 1980; Just and Carpenter 1987; King and Just 1991; Roberts and Gibson 

2002). King and Just (1991) investigated whether individual WM interacts with the 

processing complexity of a sentence. In their study of adult native speakers’ 

comprehension of relative clauses, King and Just asked native English speakers to 

read sentences containing two types of center-embedded relative clauses (RCs): 

subject RCs and object RCs. They hypothesized that processing object RCs would 

require more WM resources than processing subject RCs, as the former requires 

more complex processing (such as associating two noun phrases with their respective 

predicates and assigning conflicting thematic roles to the head noun). They predicted 

that this kind of heavy demand on WM would separate high-span readers from 

low-span readers in both comprehension accuracy and reading speed. As predicted, 

low-span readers were found to comprehend object RC constructions more slowly 

and less accurately than high-span readers. 

Similar findings have been reported for Korean native speakers’ processing of 

relative constructions. B-t Lee et al. (1996) found that a difference between high-span 

and low-span readers emerged with an increase of processing complexity. In their 

self-paced reading experiment, native Korean-speaking adults were asked to read 

sentences containing different types of center-embedded RCs—OSV/SO and SOV/

OO constructions. While no significant difference was found in reading times 

between the high- and low-span groups for the less demanding SOV/OO constructions, 

a significant difference was found between the two groups for the more demanding 

OSV/SO constructions. The findings lend additional support to King and Just’s 

(1991) claim that the effect of individual memory differences on sentence processing 
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emerges more often in the processing of complex sentences. 

If processibility is essentially a matter of WM, and if acceptability judgments of 

English island sentences can vary for processing reasons, then we have reason to 

ask if some cognitively demanding sentences are more processible, and thus more 

acceptable, to high-span readers, but less processible and less acceptable to low-span 

readers. 

Recent experimental studies indeed have addressed whether individuals’ WM 

differences influence their acceptability judgments (Hofmeister et al. 2012a, 2012b, 

2013; Sprouse et al. 2012a, 2012b; Staum Casasanto et al. 2010). Sprouse et al.’s 

(2012a) experiments on WM and island constructions are of particular relevance. 

They reasoned that memory-based accounts of acceptability judgment would predict 

a correlation between individuals’ WM and their perceived island effects. In order 

to measure the island effects, the researchers asked their English-speaking participants 

to rate the acceptability of four types of sentences, with filler-gap distance (i.e., 

extraction from either a matrix or an embedded clause) and embedded clause 

structure (i.e., island or non-island) as variables. Individuals’ perceived island effects 

were then calculated based on their acceptability ratings for the four types of 

constructions (See Sprouse et al. 2012a, p. 92 for details). In addition, the researchers 

measured the participants’ individual memory spans using a serial recall task and 

an n-back task. Their regression analyses of the two sets of data (i.e., the participants’ 

acceptability ratings and their memory spans) led them to conclude that the effect 

of individual WM on acceptability judgments for island-violating sentences is 

statistically insignificant, and further, that island effects in English are the reflection 

of mental grammar rather than limited processing resources.

Sprouse et al.’s findings were followed by a series of arguments and 

counterarguments. Hofmeister et al. (2012a, 2012b, 2013) raised questions as to 

Sprouse et al.’s (2012a) research method and data interpretation. WM measurement 

was one of the issues. Hofmeister et al. were skeptical about the adequacy of serial 

recall and n-back used as verbal WM measurements by Sprouse et al. (2010). They 

claimed that serial recall and n-back tasks measure short-term memory rather than 

verbal WM, and further, argued for more valid measurements such as reading span. 

Sprouse et al. (2012b) contended that their memory tasks were as valid as reading 

span because serial recall and n-back show strong correlations with other memory 

tasks including reading span, citing (Conway et al. 2005). In reply, Hofmeister et 

al. (2012b) claimed that no such correlations had been reported in Cowan (2015) 

between reading span and the memory tasks used in Sprouse et al. (2012a). The 
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above dispute on how to measure WM suggests that caution is needed in choosing 

proper verbal WM measurements when examining any possible involvement of WM 

in acceptability judgment.

Another issue raised by Hofmeister et al. (2012a, 2012b) centers on the difficulty 

of the stimuli sentences. To be specific, Hofmeister et al. suggested that the lack 

of correlation between acceptability judgment and WM can be attributable to the 

extreme difficulty of the stimuli sentences used by Sprouse et al. (2012a). There is 

indeed some evidence that extremely complex sentences cause processing breakdown 

even for high-span readers, in which case, acceptability ratings do not simply 

increase or decrease in proportion to WM capacity (Hofmeister et al. 2012a, 2012b, 

2013). Hofmeister et al. (2013) manipulated the processing complexity of grammatical 

wh-questions in terms of the length of the dependency of the fronted wh-phrase (short 

vs. long dependency) and the intervening relative clause type (subject RC vs. object 

RC). While neither of these constructions violated any island constraints, high-span 

participants performed better only when judging the “reasonably difficult” short-

dependency constructions; in the extremely complex long-dependency condition, no 

relationship was found between WM estimates and acceptability judgments. Given 

that there is a certain range of processing difficulty within which memory differences 

emerge in the form of acceptability judgment differences, as suggested by Hofmeister 

and colleagues, acceptability judgment test items need to be carefully constructed 

so as to ensure that the items are not too complex to process even for high-span 

participants. 

Also important to note is that the effect of individual memory span can differ 

depending on whether the sentence is grammatical or ungrammatical. Staum 

Casasanto et al. (2010) examined how people with different WM capacity judged 

ungrammatical sentences on one hand and complex but grammatical sentences on 

the other. The results showed that subjects’ WM affected their acceptability 

judgments differently depending on the sentence type: when judging ungrammatical 

sentences, high-span readers judged them as worse than low-span readers did, but 

when rating difficult-to-process but grammatical sentences, high-span readers judged 

them as more acceptable than low-span readers did. Their findings allow us to make 

different predictions regarding Korean wh-island constructions, which is our main 

concern. That is, Korean native speakers will show different acceptability judgment 

patterns, depending on whether the target sentence is grammatical or not. If Korean 

is not subject to wh-island effects, its wh-island constructions, which are complex 

to process but grammatical, will be judged as more acceptable by high-span readers 
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than by low-span readers. Conversely, if wh-island effects are at work in Korean, 

the same wh-island constructions, which are now ungrammatical, will be judged as 

worse by high-span readers than by low-span readers. 

To summarize, researchers are beginning to query whether acceptability is a WM 

phenomenon, and by extension, whether acceptability judgment is affected by 

individual WM differences. However, little research thus far has investigated this 

matter in the East Asian language context. Further, considering the lack of consensus 

among native speakers on the grammatical status of Korean/Japanese wh-island 

sentences, as we will discuss in 2.4, the involvement of individuals’ WM in their 

acceptability contrast is indeed an interesting research question. 

2.3. Korean wh-island constructions 

Scrambling in East Asian languages such as Korean and Japanese is known to 

be different in nature from the syntactic movement observed in European languages 

such as English, as the former allows much more flexible word order than the latter. 

Further, it has been argued that these East Asian languages allow long-distance 

scrambling that is not subject to some island effects (DH Chung 1996, 2005; Y-S 

Kang 1986; R-H-Y Kim, 2003; Y-S Lee 1993; Miyagawa 2005; H-K Park 2010; 

Saito 1989; H-M Sohn 1980; C Suh 1987). 

Saito (1989), for example, proposed that scrambling in Japanese is an optional, 

semantically vacuous operation and that island sentences such as (1) above are 

acceptable in Japanese although a wh-phrase has been extracted from an embedded 

wh-clause. 

Likewise, the corresponding Korean sentences such as (4) are considered to be 

acceptable by many syntacticians (DH Chung 1996, 2005; Y-S Kang 1986; H-K Park 

2010; H-M Sohn 1980; C Suh 1987). 

(4) Muwes-uli John-i [WH-ISD Mary-ka ti sass-nun-ci] alkosipehanta. 

what-ACC John-NOM Mary-NOM _ bought-Q want-to-know

‘John wants to know what Mary bought.’

Note, however, that sentences like (1) and (4) do not actually violate Subjacency 

per se, given that the wh-phrase moves to the sentence initial position via an 

intermediate step, as suggested by Miyagawa (2005). A true case of wh-island violation 

then occurs when the embedded wh-phrase (or a lexical NP) is forced to be fronted 
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directly to the sentence-initial position, crossing another wh-phrase as in (5).

(5) Whati does John wonder [CP wherej Mary bought ti tj]? 

A corresponding sentence in Korean would look like (6), which contains a 

wh-phrase moved over another wh-phrase: 

(6) Muwes-uli John-i [eti-eysej Mary-ka tj ti sassnun-ci] alkosipehani?

what-ACC John-NOM [where Mary-NOM _ _ bought-Q] want-to-know-Q

‘?What does John want to know where Mary bought?’

Yet, even if sentences like (6) have a linear ordering parallel to (5), it is still 

arguable whether the embedded clause constitutes a wh-island in Korean as it does 

in English. Indeed, there has been a long-standing dispute as to the syntactic 

properties of Korean (clause-internal and clause-external) scrambling over the subject 

(J-H Cho 1994; R-H-Y Kim 2003; H Ko 2018; Y-S Lee 1993; Miyagawa 2005; H-K 

Park 2010; Saito 1989; Ueyama 2008). In her overview of previous findings on 

Korean scrambling, H Ko (2018) proposed that clause-internal and external 

scrambling cannot be characterized in terms of standard A/A' distinction. Further, 

clause-internal and external scrambling across the subject has often been analyzed 

as a case of adjunction rather than a regular wh-movement to [Spec, CP] (J-H Cho 

1994; Y-S Lee, 1993).  

If the scrambling of the wh-phrase eti-eyse over the embedded subject in (6) is 

an instance of adjunction, as suggested by Y-S Lee (1993) or J-H Cho (1994), then 

it does not target the [Spec, CP] of the embedded clause as a landing site, and 

accordingly, it does not block another wh-phrase muwes-ul from moving via this 

intermediate [Spec, CP] to the sentence-initial position. The fronted muwes-ul, in 

turn, may have been scrambled over the matrix subject via adjunction to IP and 

then to CP (or TopicP), or in some way other than typical A'-movement. In short, 

the movement of muwes-ul does not necessarily lead to Subjacency violation, nor 

does the embedded clause led by a wh-phrase as in (6) necessarily constitute a wh-

island per se. While acknowledging such differences between Korean wh-scrambling 

and English wh-movement, for ease of discussion, we will continue using the term 

“wh-island” in referring to an embedded wh-clause in Korean from which an element 

is extracted.
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2.4. Differences in acceptability judgments of Korean wh-island sentences

A related problem, which is the main focus of the present paper, is that these 

so-called wh-island sentences do not meet with universal acceptance. Saito (1989) 

accepted sentences containing a single wh-phrase as in (1) only with some 

reservations, marking it with a question mark, as Miyagawa (2005) notes. Miyagawa 

himself judged the same sentence as “quite acceptable” (p. 195) in that the syntactic 

movement in (1) does not violate Subjacency per se. Others have claimed that 

dependency cannot enter into an embedded wh-island, arguing for wh-island effects 

in Japanese (Nishigauchi 1990; Watanabe 1992). 

The same dispute is found among scholars of Korean syntax. While many have 

suggested that scrambling in Korean as in (4) is not subject to wh-island effects (DH 

Chung 2005; Y-S Kang 1986; H-M Sohn 1980; C Suh 1987), others have argued 

that scrambling out of a wh-island is unacceptable (J-I Han 1992; S-H Hong 2004; 

H-S Lee 1982). In the midst of the ongoing dispute among linguists, several recent 

experimental studies have attempted to explore how wh-island constructions in Korean 

are perceived by native-speakers with no training in formal syntax (H-r Hahn 2015a, 

2015b; B Kim and Goodall 2014; J-M Yoon 2013). Based on their participants’ 

accessibility ratings, these studies reported Korean native speakers’ general tendency 

to give low ratings to wh-island sentences (near -0.4 on a scale from -1 to 1 in B 

Kim and Goodall (2014) and 2.83 on a 6-point Likert scale in H-r Hahn (2015a)). 

H-r Hahn (2015b) examined how Korean native speakers judge the acceptability 

of  wh-island sentences with an intervening wh-phrase as in (7), as opposed to those 

with no intervening wh-phrase as in (4). 

(7) Muwes-uli John-i [eti-eysej Mary-ka tj ti sassnun-ci] alkosipehanta. 

what-ACC John-NOM [where Mary-NOM _ _ bought-Q] want-to-know

‘John wants to know what Mary bought where.’

She found that native speakers judged sentences with scrambling from wh-fronted 

embedded clause like (7) as significantly worse than their counterparts without an 

intervening wh-phrase like (4). H-r Hahn’s (2015b) findings demonstrate that the 

acceptance of wh-island sentences might vary depending on what type of wh-island 

sentence is being measured.1) By extension, it is also presumable that people may 

1) As a reviewer noted, different degrees of acceptability may also ensue from different syntactic 
functions of the island, e.g., whether the extraction is from an clausal complement or a clausal 
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accept some island constructions within their memory threshold, and reject others 

that are beyond their processing capacity. To see if any interaction between 

construction type and WM emerges, the present study included different types of 

wh-island constructions in its experimental design.

To summarize, native speakers show individual differences in their judgments on 

long-distance scrambling from a wh-clause. The picture is further complicated due 

to different wh-island types examined. Our question is whether the lack of consensus 

among native speakers reflects differences in individual WM. A pure memory-based 

account of the acceptability variation would predict that high-span readers would 

better accept island sentences, as they have sufficient memory resources for the 

processing. However, a reverse pattern can be borne out if the Korean grammar 

prohibits the movement out of a wh-island, in which case, high-span readers will 

better detect the violation, and as a consequence, they will better reject the 

construction. Still another possibility is that the variation is attributable to some other 

factors than WM, in which case, individuals’ acceptability judgments will not be 

correlated with their memory spans. Finally, the participants’ acceptability judgments 

can show free variation if the construction itself is extremely difficult to process. 

The present study will examine each of the these possibilities in answering our 

research question: Are individuals’ differences in WM responsible for their differences 

in acceptability judgements of Korean wh-island sentences?

3. Method

An acceptability judgment test and two memory span tests were designed to see 

if Korean native speakers’ varied acceptability judgments on wh-island sentences are 

related to individual native speakers’ WM differences. The acceptability judgment 

test included wh-island sentences that varied in their expected processing difficulty. 

Reading span task was used as the main WM task. In addition, a digit span test 

was administered to see if the storage component of WM alone can also contribute 

to acceptability judgment.

Sixty-six adult native Korean speakers living in South Korea participated in the 

experiments. All of them were undergraduate students in their twenties. They each 

adjunct. For the complement/adjunct asymmetry issues, see Y-S Lee (1993), H Ko (2018), Sprouse 
et al. (2012), and B Kim & Goodall (2014). 
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completed the three tasks in three separate sessions. They participated voluntarily, 

and received cash and gifts for participating. 

3.1. Acceptability judgment task

3.1.1. Materials 

All test items contained a wh-phrase originating from an interrogative embedded 

clause with a Q-particle, -ci. The items included three types of sentences presented 

in either the scrambled or the in-situ condition. Type 1 sentences in the scrambled 

condition contained two wh-phrases (WH1 & WH2) originating from the embedded 

interrogative clause, and had a structural pattern identical to (6). One of the 

wh-phrases (WH1) was placed in the left periphery of the embedded clause, and 

the other (WH2) was scrambled from the embedded object position to the 

sentence-initial position, crossing WH1 (WH/WH scrambling, henceforth). 

WH/WH scrambling: WH2i … [CP WH1j … tj ti … Q]…

Type 2 scrambled constructions contained an accusative NP extracted from its 

base-generated embedded object position to the sentence-initial position, crossing a 

wh-phrase that leads the embedded clause (NP/WH scrambling, henceforth). 

NP/WH scrambling: NPi … [CP WHj … tj ti … Q]…

While Type 2 also involves movement across an intervening wh-phrase, the 

intervening wh-phrase does not match the features of the NP filler as they do not 

share [+Q]. Therefore, the intervention effect in Type 2 was expected to be smaller 

than in Type 1.

The Type 3 scrambled construction had a structural pattern identical to Saito’s 

(1989) sentence in (1), containing a single wh-phrase, which has been scrambled to 

the sentence-initial position out of its base-generated object position in the embedded 

interrogative clause, but not crossing an intervening wh-phrase (WH/Ø scrambling, 

henceforth). 

WH/Ø scrambling: WHi … [CP Ø …ti… Q]…
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As no wh-phrase appears at the left edge of the embedded clause in Type 3, the 

processing costs in terms of intervention is expected to be the smallest among the 

three types. While WH/Ø scrambling does not contain a wh-intervenor), the 

experimental design included it because the embedded clause has a [+Q] feature 

marked by the question particle -ci and thus is differentiated from non-island 

sentences in English such as “What did you say that he saw?” Moreover, its 

grammaticality is highly controversial (Aoshima, Philips and Weinberg 2004; H-r 

Hahn 2015a, 2015b; H-r Hahn and S Hong 2014; Miyagawa 2005; Saito 1989, 2004; 

J-M Yoon 2013), and may present an interesting case of graded acceptability. 

The fronted element in all three types of scrambling was restricted to an accusative 

argument to ensure that the participants would not interpret the fronted phrase as 

the argument of the matrix verb but as that of the embedded verb. (See Aoshima 

et al. 2004, H-r Hahn 2015b, and Miyamoto and Takahashi 2003 for details.) 

Fourteen island-related items—six items in Type 1, four in Type 2, and four in Type 

3—were constructed. In addition to the island constructions in the scrambled 

condition, matching constructions in the in-situ condition were also constructed. 

Sample test items in the scrambled condition are presented in (8–10), alongside their 

in-situ counterparts. 

(8) Type 1

Scrambled Condition (WH/WH)

Muwsun os-ul sahoyca-nun [eti-eyse kasuw-ka ipul-ci] kuwngkumhayss-ta.

which dress-ACC show.host-TOP [where-LOC singer-NOM wear-Q] 

wondered-DECL

In-situ Condition

Sahoyca-nun [kasuw-ka eti-eyse muwsun os-ul ipul-ci] kuwngkumhayss-ta.

show.host-TOP [singer-NOM where-LOC which dress-ACC wear-Q] wondered-

DECL

‘The show host wondered where the singer would wear which dress.’

(9) Type 2

Scrambled Condition (NP/WH)

Dress-rul sahoyca-nun [eti-ese kasuw-ka ipul-ci] kuwngkumhayss-ta.

gown-ACC show.host-TOP [where-LOC singer-NOM wear-Q] wondered-

DECL
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In-situ Condition

Sahoyca-nun [kasuw-ka eti-eyse dress-rul ipul-ci] kuwngkumhayss-ta.

Show.host-TOP [singer-NOM where-LOC gown-ACC wear-Q] wondered-

DECL

‘The show host wondered where the singer would wear the gown.’

(10) Type 3

Scrambled Condition (WH/Ø)

Muwsun os-ul sahoyca-nun [kasuw-ka pammuwtay-eyse ipul-ci] kuwngkumhayss-ta.

which dress-ACC show.host-TOP [singer-NOM night.show-LOC wear-Q] 

wondered-DECL

In-situ Condition

Sahoyca-nun [kasuw-ka pammuwtay-eyse muwsun os-ul ipul-ci] kuwngkumhayss-ta.

Show.host-TOP [singer-NOM night.show-LOC which dress-ACC wear-Q] 

wondered-DECL

‘The show host wondered which dress the singer would wear at the late night 

show.’

The items in the two conditions were distributed in two lists using a Latin-square 

design to ensure that each participant encountered each item in only one of the 

two conditions (scrambled vs. in-situ).

In addition to the three types of island sentences, three completely ungrammatical 

sentences were included in the test items. These sentences erroneously contained 

two accusative arguments associated with a single embedded predicate, one fronted 

and the other in situ, as in (11).

(11) *Myengphuwmpak-ul kokayk-un cemwon-i muwes-ul cinyelhayssnun-ci 

muwlepoass-ta.

designer.bag-ACC customer-TOP salesclerk-NOM what-ACC displayed-Q 

asked-DECL

‘*The customer asked what the salesclerk displayed the designer bag.’

We call this type of sentence a “filled-gap” sentence, as the gap site for the fronted 

filler phrase is illegally occupied by an overt argument, violating the Theta theory 

as well as the Case theory. As this construction is structurally similar to the 

scrambled wh-island constructions except that the embedded gap position is filled, 
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it was expected that the constructions would involve a similar degree of processing 

difficulty. Moreover, as a clearly ungrammatical sentence type, the filled-gap 

sentences were predicted to be judged as worse by high-span readers than low-span 

readers, as long as (i) individual WM makes difference in acceptability judgments, 

and (ii) the construction was not extremely difficult to process. The seventeen test 

items (fourteen island-related sentences and three filled-gap sentences) were 

interspersed with twenty-six filler items, and the presentation order was randomized. 

3.1.2. Procedure

Each sentence was presented as a single line projected on a computer screen. A 

new item was introduced by a short clicking sound, stayed for twelve seconds, and 

then disappeared as the next sentence appeared. The participants were asked to read 

the sentence on the screen and rate its acceptability on a 6-point Likert scale (1=very 

bad, 2=bad, 3=somewhat bad, 4=somewhat good, 5=good, 6=very good) while the 

sentence remained on the screen.2) 

3.2. Reading span test

3.2.1. Materials

The study employed reading span as a major tool to assess the participants’ WM 

capacity. As discussed in Section 2.2, Reading span has been employed in many 

language processing studies and is considered highly predictive of various aspects 

of language performance, especially on-line and off-line language processing 

(Daneman and Carpenter 1980; Farmer et al. 2017; Hofmeister et al. 2012b, 2013; 

King and Just 1991; B-t Lee 2002). This study employed a Korean reading span 

test using items selected from the reading span test developed by B-t Lee (2002), 

2) Some potential problems of using of an n-point numerial scale include whether subjects actually perceive 
the size of the difference between 2 and 3 as equal to that between 5 and 6, or whether it yields sufficient 
distinctions (i.e., unavailability of gradient rating such as 4.5 (Y-h Lee & Y Park 2015). However, recent 
experimental studies have demonstrated that numerical scale yields as reliable results as other recent 
alternatives such as a magnitude estimation (ME) task (Bader and Häussler 2010; Fukuda et al. 2012). 
In Fukuda et al.’s (2012) experimental study on different types of acceptability rating (Yes/No vs. n-point 
scale vs. ME), n-point ratings yielded surprisingly similar results to ME. As ME can be unfamiliar and 
difficult for subjects to understand and requires “some mathematical sophistication” (Fukuta et al. 2012: 
328), and as Likert scale measurement is found as effective, the present study chose Likert scale for its 
acceptability measurement.
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which is a Korean equivalent of Daneman and Carpenter’s (1980) reading span test. 

Following B-t Lee, the current test contained five sets each of two, three, four, five, 

and six unrelated sentences, together constituting a total of 25 items. Each sentence 

contained seven to eight content words on average (plus case markers and suffixes), 

and mostly ended with a noun suffixed with a declarative marker, as in yuwchaykkot-

ita (canola.flower-Decl). The sentence-final words (the target words to be recalled) 

within a single item set were all different and were not semantically associated with 

one another. A sample three-sentence item (S1-S2-S3) used in the test and the correct 

response are presented in (12). 

(12) [S1] Oman-kwa toksen-un chengsonyen-ul sentoha-nun saramtul-ui kocilcekin 

pyengphye-ita.

pride-and self-righteousness-TOP youth-ACC guide-that people-POSS 

chronic ill-DECL

‘Pride and self-righteousness are the chronic ill observed in the people 

who guide the youth.’

[S2] Cecuwdo-rul sayngkakhamyen kacang mence tteoru-nun ces-i yuwchaykkot-

ita.

Jeju.Island-ACC think-when the first occur-that thing-NOM canola.flowers-

DECL 

‘The first thing that comes to mind when you think of Jeju Island is 

canola flowers.’

[S3] Ilpancekici anhta-nun ces-i saramtul-i say uykyen-ey pantayha-nun iyuw-

ita.

common NEG that-NOM people-NOM new idea-with disagree-that 

reason-DECL

‘That it is not common is the reason why people disagree with a new 

idea.’

Correct Response: pyengphye-ita, yuwchaykkot-ita, iyuw-ita
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3.2.2. Procedure

The reading span test items were presented on a computer screen. The 

participants were instructed to read aloud a series of sentences, and then to recall 

all the last words of the sentences they had just read. They were given two practice 

trials (a two-sentence item and a three-sentence item) before the actual test. In the 

case that the participant did not clearly understand the procedure, the practice trials 

were repeated. The test was administered individually in a quiet place.

Each sentence appeared in a single line across the center of the screen, one 

sentence at a time, and the participants proceeded to the next sentence by pressing 

the space bar. Upon reading a set of sentences, the next key press led the participants 

to the instruction to recall all the last words of the read sentences in the item. A 

cross signal appeared on the screen before each trial. The participants started with 

two-sentence items and moved to increasingly larger sets. The experiment terminated 

when an individual failed in three trials out of five at a given level. 

3.3. Digit span test

In addition to the reading span test, a forward digit span test was administered 

to see if the storage component of working memory (or short-term memory) alone 

also affects acceptability judgments. The test included three sets each of 4-to-10 

digits. The participants saw series of digits presented on the computer screen, 

beginning with four-digit items, and moving to increasingly longer digit strings, up 

to ten digits. The numbers were presented one digit per second, and each digit was 

replaced by the upcoming digit. The participants were asked to read them in a small 

voice as they appear, and to recall them in their presented order after each digit string. 

3.4. Data analyses

The participants’ acceptability judgment scores for the different types of island 

constructions were compared to see if their judgments were sensitive to island 

sentence types. They were also compared with the acceptability judgments for the 

filled-gap constructions to see if wh-island sentences are differentiated from similar 

but clearly ungrammatical sentences.

Reading span was scored in two ways. First, span was defined as the largest 

number of sentences all of whose final words were recalled correctly on at least 
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three out of five trials (rounded Rspan, henceforth), following B-t Lee (2002) and 

King and Just (1991). For example, if a participant was correct on four trials out 

of five at the two-sentence level, on three trials at the three-sentence level, and on 

two trials at the four-sentence level, the individual’s rounded Rspan was 3, as the 

three-sentence level was the highest level at which the participant successfully 

provided the correct responses on at least three trials.  

To compensate for the rounded Rspan’s insensitivity to differences between those 

who correctly recalled the final words on all five trials and those who managed 

to recall them on only three or four out of five trials at a given level, a second 

measure of reading span was used. This second measure counted the total number 

of items (i.e., trials) in which the last words of all the sentences in the set were 

correctly recalled (item-based Rspan, henceforth). For example, if a participant was 

correct on four trials at the two-sentence level, three trials at the three-sentence level, 

and two trials at the four-sentence level, the individual’s item-based Rspan was 9 

(4+3+2). 

Digit span was operationalized as the longest string of digits recalled correctly 

on two of the three trials. For example, if a person correctly recalls all three given 

strings of digits in the six-digit items, two strings in the seven-digit items, and one 

string in the eight-digit items, the person’s digit span was “7.”

A Pearson’s correlation analysis was conducted with the participants’ acceptability 

judgment ratings and the reading span and digit span estimates in order to see if 

individuals’ acceptability judgment is related to their memory span. To further verify 

whether WM is related to or separate from individuals’ acceptability judgment, a 

factor analysis was run. 

4. Results

4.1. Acceptability judgment and individual variation

Overall, the participants were found to give generally low ratings to the island 

sentences in the scrambled conditions, although they also displayed a wide range 

of individual variation. As can be seen in Table 1, all three types of wh-island 

constructions in the scrambled condition were rated below 2.5 on average on the 

6-point Likert scale, where the neutral value was 3.5. The generally negative 

judgments on these island constructions replicates the previous findings from native 
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speaker acceptability judgment experiments on Korean wh-island constructions (H-r 

Hahn 2015a, 2015b; H-r Hahn and S Hong 2014; B Kim and Goodall 2014; J-M 

Yoon 2013). The mean scores in the three scrambled conditions showed a stark 

contrast with those in the in-situ conditions, which all received high ratings above 

5. The difference between the scrambled conditions and the in-situ conditions was 

highly significant in all three types (t=27.294, p<.001 in Type 1; t=27.144, p<.001 

in Type 2; t=23.594, p<.001 in Type 3).

Table 1. Acceptability judgment ratings on wh-island and filled-gap constructions

Mean SD N

Type 1
Scrambled (WH/WH) 2.08 0.75 66

In-situ 5.26 0.53 66

Type 2
Scrambled (NP/WH) 2.14 0.73 66

In-situ 5.28 0.58 66

Type 3
Scrambled (WH/Ø) 2.39 0.80 66

In-situ 5.17 0.66 66

Filled-Gap 1.86 0.53 66

In the scrambled conditions, Type 3 (WH/Ø) received a higher acceptability rating 

than Type 1 and Type 2 constructions. The difference among the three scrambled 

conditions was significant (F=5.059, p<.01). Pair-wise comparisons revealed that the 

difference was significant between Type 1 and Type 3 (p<.01), but not between Type 

1 and Type 2 or between Type 2 and Type 3, suggesting a graded differentiation 

among them. 

While the three types of scrambled constructions received overall low ratings, they 

were still judged as more acceptable than the clearly ungrammatical filled-gap 

constructions, whose two accusative arguments were associated with a single 

embedded verb. The ratings for the filled-gap sentences were significantly lower than 

those for Type 1 (WH/WH) (t=2.270, p<.05), Type 2 (NP/WH) (t=2.943, p<.01), 

and Type 3 (WH/Ø) (t=4.839, p<.001), suggesting that long-distance extraction out 

of wh-island in Korean does not cause as serious degradedness as Case violation.

Turning now to individual differences, the participants varied in their ratings for 

the wh-island constructions. Island sentences were judged as completely unacceptable 

(i.e., rated “1”) by a subset of the participants (4 participants in Type 1; 8 
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participants in Type 2; 6 participants in Type 3). The same island sentences were 

judged as rather acceptable (i.e., rated higher than 3.5) by other participants (2 

participants for Type 1; 5 participants for Type 2; 7 participants for Type 3). The 

participants’ judgments in the scrambled conditions showed a larger variation than 

their judgments in the in-situ and filled-gap conditions, as also displayed by the error 

bar sizes in Figure 1 (The error bars in the figure represent one standard deviation).

Figure 1. Acceptability ratings: means and standard deviations.

4.2. WM and acceptability judgment 

Participants’ reading span scores also showed a wide range of individual variation. 

In terms of the maximum number of sentences whose final words were all correctly 

recalled in more than three trials out of five (i.e., rounded Rspan), the participants’ 

performance was just below the 3-sentence level on average (M=2.85, SD=.899), 

varying between 2 (n=16) and 6 (n=1). In terms of the number of items whose 

sentence-final words were all correctly recalled (i.e., item-based Rspan), the 

participants recalled all the final words correctly on 8.41 trials on average, with a 

minimum of 3 (n=2) and a maximum of 21 (n=1). 

The participants digit span was 8.16 digits on average, ranging from 5 digits 

minimum (n=1) to 10 maximum (n =10). The participants’ mean reading spans and 

digit span are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Participants’ reading spans and digit span

Mean SD N

Rounded Rspan 2.85  .89 66

Item-based Rspan 8.41 3.63 66

Digit Span 8.16 1.22 63

Pearson correlation coefficients among memory estimates and acceptability ratings 

for different types of constructions are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Correlations among memory spans and acceptability ratings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Rounded Rspan

2 Item-based Rspan .936**

3 Digit Span .296* .305*

4 Type 1 Scrambled .030 .012 -.041

5 Type 2 Scrambled −.107 −.054 −.154 .363**

6 Type 3 Scrambled .106 .103 .079 .468** .330**

7 Type 1 In-situ .191 .178 .179 −.065 .121 .221

8 Type 2 In-situ −.021 −.045 −.016 .111 −.015 .225 .344**

9 Type 3 In-situ −.046 −.056 .167 .147 .155 .123 .445** .259*

10 Filled-gap −.316** −.316** −.297* .362** .370** .250* .002 .085 .277*

Note. * indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01

As shown, the participants’ two Rspan measures (rounded Rspan and item-based 

Rspan) were in almost complete correlation (r=.936, p<.001). There was also a 

moderate degree of correlation between rounded Rspan and digit span (r=.296, p<

.05), and between item-based Rspan and digit span (r=.305, p<.05). The acceptability 

ratings on the three types of scrambled constructions also strongly correlated with 

one another (all at the .01 significance level: r=.363 between Types 1 & 2; r=.468 

between Types 1 & 3; r=.330 between Types 2 & 3). However, none of the memory 

span measures correlated with the acceptability judgments in any of the scrambled 

conditions. If the Korean wh-island constructions were more acceptable to high-span 

readers, we would expect a positive correlation between individual participants’ 
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acceptability ratings on these constructions and their memory span. Such a positive 

correlation was not found in the present study. Finally, the acceptability ratings on 

Types 1–3 in-situ constructions correlated only among themselves but not with the 

memory variables, which is not surprising in view of the previous findings that WM 

effects emerge only in the processing of complex sentences (King and Just 1991; 

B-t Lee et al. 1996; Staum Casasanto et al. 2010).

Interestingly, the ratings on all three types of scrambled constructions were found 

to correlate with the ratings of the filled-gap constructions. Also interesting to note 

is that the acceptability judgments of the filled-gap constructions showed a strong 

negative correlation with the Rspan measures. As demonstrated by the scatter plot 

matrices in Figure 2, the acceptability ratings of the three types of long-distance 

scrambling were almost evenly distributed along the acceptability scale between 1 

and 4, neither increasing nor decreasing as the rater’s Rspan increased. On the other 

hand, the acceptability ratings for the filled-gap constructions tended to decrease as 

Rspan increased, indicating that high-span readers performed better in rejecting these 

clearly ungrammatical sentences. 

Figure 2. Reading span (item-based) and acceptability judgment: Scatter plots.
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The negative correlation between the memory spans and the acceptability judgments 

on the filled-gap construction suggests the possibility that WM in fact contributes 

to the long-distance association between the filler and the gap. The finding also 

recalls Staum Casasanto et al.’s (2010) finding that their high-span participants 

judged ungrammatical sentences as worse than their low-span participants did. We 

will return to this issue in the discussion section.

A subsequent factor analysis with a Varimax rotation produced three factors with 

eigenvalues over 1. Table 4 presents the factor matrix, where loadings lower than 

.30 have been deleted. The remaining values of the variables all had loadings of 

.50 or more. As shown, Factor 1 received heavy loadings above .50 from the 

memory measures and the acceptability judgments of the filled-gap constructions; 

Factor 2 received loadings above .50 from Types 1–3 scrambled island constructions 

and the filled-gap constructions; and Factor 3 received heavy loadings from Types 

1–3 in-situ constructions. The memory-related variables exclusively loaded on Factor 

1. Likewise, all the scrambled constructions exclusively loaded on Factor 2. These 

results further confirm that individual variation in acceptability judgments on 

wh-island constructions is separate from individual variation in WM. 

Table 4. Factor analysis

Variable
Factor

1 2 3

Rounded Rspan .932

Item-based Rspan .931

Digit Span .534

Filled-gap -.520 .572

Type 1 Scrambled .823

Type 3 Scrambled .751

Type 2 Scrambled .719

Type 3 In-situ .763

Type 1 In-situ .762

Type 2 In-situ .736

Again, it is noteworthy that one variable—the acceptability of the filled-gap 

construction—relates about equally to the first and second components, but not to 

the third component. As mentioned earlier, the ratings on the ungrammatical 
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filled-gap sentences negatively correlated with the memory variables, suggesting that 

memory is involved in identifying filled-gap constructions as ungrammatical. The 

first factor is thus construed to best represent “memory span.”

Factor 2 is somewhat tricky to identify. The variables that loaded on Factor 2 

concerned Types 1–3 scrambled constructions and the filled-gap construction, which 

all received low ratings in the acceptability judgment task. As mentioned, the ratings 

on these less acceptable patterns showed covariance, indicating that those who 

graded filled-gap constructions leniently also graded scrambled constructions 

leniently, and vice versa. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that this variance 

rather reflects individual participants’ level of permissiveness for or tolerance of 

“bad” sentences. The second component is thus best captured as “tolerance to 

degradedness.”  

Finally, the third factor is loaded with variables concerning in-situ constructions, 

whose processing does not demand much memory resources, as their arguments and 

predicates are locally associated with each other in their canonical positions. The 

third factor thus seems to simply represent “responses to in-situ constructions.” 

5. Discussion

The lack of correlation between reading span and acceptability judgment on the 

Korean wh-island constructions suggests that WM differences do not affect the 

acceptability of these configurations. The finding thus seems to lend support to 

Sprouse et al.’s (2012a, 2012b) endorsement of acceptability independent of WM 

limitation. On the other hand, a strong negative correlation between reading span 

and acceptability judgment on the clearly ungrammatical filled-gap sentences can 

be interpreted as evidence that individual WM is indeed related to acceptability 

judgment, in support of Hofmeister and colleagues (Hofmeister et al. 2012a, 2012b; 

Staum Casasanto et al. 2010). 

Despite these seemingly contradictory roles of WM, however, the native speaker 

participants’ judgments on the filled-gap constructions in fact give us an important 

clue as to the interpretation of the results concerning the island constructions. The 

fact that the high-span participants better rejected the filled-gap sentences indicates 

that they were better at storing the fronted element in memory while parsing the 

intervening lexical elements, and that they accurately posited the gap site, and 

accordingly, better noticed that the gap site was illegally occupied by some other 
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argument. This, in turn, suggests that the high-span participants were also better 

at identifying the gap position in the scrambled conditions of the experiment. 

Therefore, if grammar allowed long-distance scrambling out of a wh-clause, 

high-span readers would have accepted the island constructions. Conversely, if 

long-distance scrambling from a wh-clause were forbidden by grammar, the 

high-span participants would have better rejected the scrambled constructions, 

judging them as even worse than the low-span readers would (Staum Casasanto et 

al. 2010). Neither of these judgment patterns was observed in this study. Both 

high-span and low-span participants showed individual variation in acceptability 

judgments on these constructions, independent of their memory span. 

Our data therefore are not compatible with the claim that long-distance scrambling 

from a wh-clause is legitimate in Korean grammar, and is only unacceptable to those 

whose WM capacity falls short of the processing demand. Neither can we make 

a claim that long-distance extraction from a wh-island is disallowed for syntactic 

reasons, because in such a case, individual WM is expected to negatively correlate 

with the acceptance of the scrambled constructions. In short, our participants do 

not seem to have made rule-based judgments for wh-island sentences.

Where grammar does not draw a clear line between acceptable and unacceptable 

configurations, processibility may come into play. As mentioned, there are multiple 

reasons why wh-island constructions are hard to process in East Asian languages 

as well as in English. From this perspective, Types 1–3 scrambled conditions are 

generally undesired because they make such heavy processing demands. As 

mentioned earlier, Type 3 (WH/Ø) should be the easiest to process among the three 

types because it involves only one filler-gap dependency resolution and further, there 

is no intervener for the dependency. Between Type 1 (WH/WH) and Type 2 

(NP/WH), both of which involve two filler-gap dependencies, Type 2 should be 

easier to process than Type 1 because the similarity between the filler NP and the 

intervening wh-phrase is minimal; the expected intervention effects are the strongest 

in Type 1 in that the target and the intervener are both bare wh-pronouns. Indeed, 

the acceptability hierarchy among the three types derived from the experiment seems 

to reflect their processibility hierarchy:

Type 3 (WH/Ø) > Type 2 (NP/WH) > Type 1 (WH/WH)

The processing-based explanation, however, cannot be extended far enough to 

account for the acceptability judgment contrast in terms of individual differences in 
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WM, as individuals’ reading spans and their acceptance of the island sentences were 

not correlated. The findings so far do not lend support to the hypothesis that native 

speakers accept long-distance scrambling from a wh-clause because they have larger 

memory capacity, or reject it because they have smaller memory capacity. A more 

plausible interpretation for the varying acceptability perceived by different individuals, 

I argue, concerns the individual’s permissiveness regarding these marginal 

constructions. Recall that the individual native speakers in this study were generally 

consistent in their judgments across all three types of scrambled constructions; those 

who accepted (to varying degrees) Type 1 scrambling also tended to accept Type 

2 and Type 3 scrambling, and vice versa. In addition, the participants’ ratings of 

these three constructions were strongly correlated with their ratings of the filled-gap 

construction, which suggests that an individual tended to be permissive of the three 

scrambled constructions in proportion to the same individual’s level of permissiveness 

for the filled-gap construction.

Also interesting to note is that these island sentences were judged as more 

acceptable than clearly ungrammatical sentences such as the filled-gap sentences and 

further, showed wider individual variation, so that some participants, albeit few, 

actually judged the scrambled constructions (especially Type 3, WH/Ø constructions) 

as rather acceptable, agreeing with some syntacticians (Y-S Kang 1986; Miyagawa 

2005; Saito 1989; H-M Sohn 1980). 

The wide variation in the acceptability of the wh-island constructions might be 

related to the native speakers’ inability to make a rule-based decision on these 

marginal constructions as opposed to other clearly grammatical constructions, as in 

the in-situ sentences, or clearly ungrammatical constructions, as in the filled-gap 

sentences. Some discourse-related theories such as D(iscourse)-linking (Pesetsky 

1987, 2000; Rizzi 1990; J-M Yoon 2013) would suggest that those who better created 

a discourse context for the scrambled sentences could have judged them as more 

acceptable; the discourse issue, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Another question that deserves further consideration is whether the perceived 

degradedness of Type 3 (WH/Ø) sentences could be accounted for in terms of 

long-distance scrambling alone, without employing the notion of wh-island effects. 

As mentioned, processing long-distance filler-gap dependency across a clausal boundary 

is costly in itself (Frazier and Clifton 1989; Hofmeister and Sag 2010; Kluender 

1998), and is likely to cause a certain degree of degradedness. In order to tease apart 

scrambling effects from wh-island effects, a fourth type of sentence pair with no 

wh-island sturucture as in (13) needs to be added as baseline: 
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(13) 

Scrambled Condition (NP/Ø)

Ku os-ul sahoyca-nun [kasuw-ka pammuwtay-eyse ipulkela-ko] allyecuwes-ta.

That.dress-ACC show.host-TOP [singer-NOM night.show-LOC wear-DECL] 

informed-DECL

In-situ Condition

Sahoyca-nun [kasuw-ka pammuwtay-eyse ku os-ul ipulkela-ko] allyecuwes-ta.

Show.host-TOP [singer-NOM night.show-LOC that.dress-ACC wear-DECL] 

informed-DECL

‘The show host informed that the singer would wear that dress at the late night 

show.’

If Type 3 scrambling (WH/Ø), which showed the weakest effects among the three 

types of scrambling, shows significantly larger effects than non-wh scrambling 

(NP/Ø) in terms of acceptability judgement, the difference can be interpreted as 

additional effects due to the wh-island structure. However, if Type 3 scrambling does 

not incur any additional effects, the degradedness in the Type 3 scrambled condition 

should be interpreted as mere scrambling effects. 

From a sentence processing perspective, Type 3 scrambling (WH/Ø) is predicted 

to cause lower ratings than NP scrambling (NP/Ø) in (13). For Type 3 scrambled 

constructions, the parser must not only resolve the dependency between the wh-filler 

and its gap but also the dependency between the wh-phrase and its scope (marked 

by the embedded Q-particle -ci). In contrast, processing of the scrambled construction 

of (13) only requires resolving the dependency between the scrambled NP filler and 

its gap; it does not involve wh-scope fixing. Therefore, Type 3 wh-scrambling is 

predicted to incur higher processing costs. Whether such prediction is bourn out is 

an important question that needs to be asked to better understand the nature of 

scrambling in general as well as wh-island effects in Korean. The current study did 

not explore this more fundamental question. The focus of the present study was 

limited to whether WM differences can explain the observed individual differences 

in the acceptability judgments of wh-island sentences in Korean. 
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6. Conclusion

The findings of the present study can be summarized as follows. First, the 

acceptability of Korean wh-island sentences was not related to individual WM 

differences. The previous findings that WM differences tend to correlate with 

differences in judgments of complex sentences as either grammatical or ungrammatical, 

and the findings of the current paper that individual WM correlated with the ratings 

for the ungrammatical filled-gap construction but not with the ratings for the 

wh-island constructions, together suggest that wh-island sentences in Korean belong 

to a grey zone, where grammar does not provide a clear, categorical cut-off line. 

Second, the lack of correlation between memory spans and the judgments of 

Types 1–3 scrambled sentences on one hand, and the covariance of Types 1–3 island 

sentences with the filled-gap sentences on the other, suggest that the individual 

variation in the acceptability judgements for Korean wh-island sentences reflects 

individual differences in permissiveness for structural degradedness rather than WM 

differences.

Finally, despite the lack of direct involvement of individual WM in the acceptance 

of island constructions, this should not be interpreted as entirely abandoning the 

processing-based account of acceptability. Korean wh-island sentences were generally 

judged as unacceptable although there was individual variation. Further, their mean 

acceptability gradually decreased as their processing difficulty increased in terms of 

intervention and the number of filler-gap dependencies. 

There are some limitations that should be considered in interpreting its findings. 

First, it did not include discourse variables in the study’s design. Some of the 

individual variation in acceptability might be attributable to different individual levels 

of activation of pragmatic context. As suggested by D-linking accounts, providing 

rich contexts for island sentences might bring about increased acceptability. Second, 

this study did not include a baseline scrambled condition, where scrambling is from 

a non-wh embedded clause. Adding such baseline conditions in future experiments 

would be crucial for addressing the question whether there exist wh-island effects 

in Korean that is separate from mere long-scrambling effects. Finally, this study did 

not measure the processing costs involved in the different types of island constructions 

in terms of participants’ reaction times or eye-movement patterns. The graded 

processing costs of the different types of constructions were simply presumed based 

on previous studies in the literature, and thus need to be further verified through 

time-sensitive measurements of processing difficulty.
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